We studied the effects of visual grouping on binocular rivalry in the left and right hemispheres of a split-brain observer, JW. In Experiments 1 and 2, we compared responses to traditional rivalry stimuli (e.g., a red vertical grating presented to the left eye and a green horizontal grating presented to the right eye) with responses to Diaz-Caneja stimuli (i.e., half of each grating was presented to one eye and the other half to the other eye). As found for intact-brain observers, JW reported episodes of exclusive visibility of coherent stimuli (e.g., of a red vertical grating alternating with a green horizontal grating) with Diaz-Caneja stimuli that were fewer and briefer than with traditional stimuli. This occurred in both hemispheres, demonstrating that during binocular rivalry, contours from one eye can be grouped with those of the opposite eye to create a coherent percept, even in the isolated hemispheres of the splitbrain observer. In Experiment 3, we studied the tendency of rivalry in adjacent patches to synchronize. When both patches were in one of JWÕs hemifields, rivalry synchronized for similarly oriented stimuli, the same as happened for intact-brain observers. When the patches were in JWÕs opposite hemifields, there was no synchronizing of rivalry, unlike what happened for intact-brain observers. This suggests that rivalry processed in JWÕs two hemispheres is independent. We conclude that rivalry is processed fully within each hemisphere.
Introduction
When we view one stimulus with one eye, and a different stimulus with the other, we see irregular alternations between the stimuli referred to as binocular rivalry. Because visual consciousness changes without any change in the physical stimuli, binocular rivalry offers insights into the neural correlates of consciousness (e.g., Crick & Koch, 1995) . There is now some agreement that the neural processing of rivalry involves a succession of sites from visual cortex to inferotemporal cortex and beyond (Blake & Logothetis, 2002) . Could some of these sites be confined to one hemisphere or the other?
We tested whether some aspects of rivalry are confined to one hemisphere or the other by studying rivalry in a split-brain observer, JW (who had his corpus callosum cut to relieve epilepsy). We were able to present rival stimuli only to JWÕs left or right hemisphere by showing them to the right or left, respectively, of where JW was fixating. We were able to collect responses only from the left or right hemisphere by training JW to record rivalry by pressing keys with either the right or left hand respectively. We were also able to collect responses from JWÕs left hemisphere by asking him to describe rivalry stimuli presented to the right of fixation. Lumer, Friston, and Rees (1998) concluded from an fMRI study that the switching mechanism of rivalry is confined to the right frontoparietal cortex, suggesting that a split-brain observer should report something unlike rivalry from stimuli presented to the left hemisphere. Pettigrew and colleagues (Miller, 2001; Miller et al., 2000; Pettigrew, 2001; Pettigrew & Miller, 1998) proposed that at a high level of the visual system, the left and right hemispheres each adopt one of the rival stimuli. Consciousness of a particular stimulus is governed by whichever hemisphere is more active, this activity being controlled by subcortical oscillators. If so, a split-brain observer should report only the stimulus adopted by the left hemisphere, because only the left hemisphere has access to speech. Yet when we presented rival stimuli to the left hemisphere of split-brain observers, they described essentially normal rivalry (OÕShea & Corballis, 2001) . Moreover, using key presses, they reported qualitatively similar rivalry from the left and from the right hemispheres, similar to that of intactbrain observers. This was true for simple stimuli such as gratings (OÕShea & Corballis, 2003a) and for complex stimuli such as faces (OÕShea & Corballis, 2001 ). Episodes of rivalry dominance lasted for typical amounts of time, occurred at typical rates, and had typical distributions of times (OÕShea & Corballis, 2003a) . These results are consistent with rivalryÕs being processed fully within each hemisphere instead of some parts of rivalry processing being confined to one or the other hemisphere.
It is possible that although split-brain observers show normal rivalry for the types of stimuli we have employed (i.e., faces and gratings), other forms of rivalry supposedly requiring higher-level processing would be abnormal, showing the lateralization predicted from both Lumer et al.Õs and Pettigrew et al.Õs theories. To test this, in Experiments 1 and 2 we studied coherence rivalry, first reported by Diaz-Caneja (1928; see Alais, OÕShea, Mesana-Alais, & Wilson, 2000) . This is when visual grouping across the eyes yields coherent rivalry percepts (say a set of red vertical lines vs. a set of green horizontal lines) despite half of each set of lines being presented to one eye, and half to the other. (We have already published an abstract of these experiments, OÕShea & Corballis, 2003b.) Another possible interpretation of our finding similar rivalry in the isolated hemispheres of split-brain observers is that aspects of the rivalry mechanism are lateralized, but some alternative pathway is providing a connection between the hemispheres. One such connection could be the anterior commissure, which is intact in both of our split-brain observers. To test this, in Experiment 3 we studied the tendency of rivalry in two adjacent locations of the visual field to synchronize from visual grouping. We tested whether grouping effects occurred when the two patches of rival stimuli were processed in the same hemisphere and in different hemispheres. If some alternative interhemispheric pathway is mediating the normal rivalry we have found in each hemisphere of our split-brain observers, then we predict from Lumer et 
Experiment 1
Coherence rivalry arises from Diaz-Caneja-type (DC) stimuli (see Diaz-Caneja, 1928 and Fig. 1 ). From Lumer et al.Õs theory, we predict abnormal coherence rivalry from the left hemisphere of our split-brain observer because it is isolated from the rivalry switching mechanism in the right frontoparietal cortex, as argued above.
Coherence rivalry is a key piece of evidence for Pettigrew et al.Õs theory. Ngo, Miller, Liu, and Pettigrew (2000) have taken it to indicate that rivalry is processed at a high level of the visual system. From our reading of Pettigrew et al.Õs theory, coherence rivalry may occur at the stage at which each hemisphere is adopting a coherent image. In an intact-brain, this adoption presumably Fig. 1 . Example of Diaz-Caneja-type rivalry stimuli. Readers who can free fuse can experience coherence rivalry. Fixating the X promotes it.
requires the corpus callosum to dispatch information to each hemisphere about similar stimuli (e.g., red vertical lines to the left hemisphere and green horizontal lines to the right). If so, one might expect no coherence rivalry when the corpus callosum is cut.
An alternative theory is that the primary mechanism of coherence rivalry is low-level, possibly mediated by lateral connections (e.g., Das & Gilbert, 1995) between binocular cells within cortical hypercolumns in the primary visual cortex (Blake, OÕShea, & Mueller, 1992; Mueller, 1990; Stollenwerk & Bode, 2003) . These lateral connections from one hypercolumn in which rivalry had been resolved in favour of one stimulus (e.g., red vertical) could then influence neighbouring hypercolumns to resolve rivalry in favour of the same stimulus (i.e., red vertical) despite its being viewed by the other eye. Because rivalry processing is local, and duplicated within each hypercolumn, it would behave the same in the two hemispheres. If so, we predict essentially similar coherence rivalry in both hemispheres of a split-brain observer.
Method

Observers
Our split-brain observer was the well-studied JW (Gazzaniga, Holzman, Deck, & Lee, 1985) . He had a callosotomy in 1979 to relieve epilepsy, effectively isolating the left hemisphere from the right. JW is male and was 48 years old at the time of testing.
Our intact-brain observers were ROS (48) and PC (33), males, and PR (20), a female. PR was an inexperienced observer; all others were experienced observers. JW and PR were naive to the purposes of the experiment. All observers had good visual acuity in each eye and good stereoacuity. All observers volunteered for our experiments after giving informed consent.
Apparatus
We displayed stimuli in a Keystone Telebinocular, a prism stereoscope taking standard-sized stereogram cards and containing its own light source. We collected responses with a Macintosh computer. When rival stimuli were in the left visual field, observers pressed the ''Z'' and ''X'' keys of the keyboard with the second and index finger of the left hand to signal perception of vertical and horizontal gratings respectively. When rival stimuli were in the right visual field, observers pressed the ''.'' and ''/'' keys with the index and second finger of the right hand to signal perception of vertical and horizontal gratings respectively. The keys were marked with vertical or horizontal strips of tape to remind the observer which key should be used for each grating. These embossings were easily visible, and could be easily felt with the fingers.
Stimuli
Rivalry stimuli and fixation points were laser printed onto stereogram cards. Stimuli were presented on black backgrounds of 21.8-deg square. Each background was surrounded by a white outline square, having a width of 7.4 deg. The fixation point (an ''X'') and the rivalry stimulus were centered vertically within the square. The diameter of the rivalry stimulus was 4.8 deg and of the fixation point was 1.7 deg. The fixation point was 4.8 deg to the left or right of the centre of the square, and the rivalry stimulus was 8.1 deg away (see Fig. 1 ). The viewing distance was 19 cm. The lenses of the Telebinocular magnified images by 1.5 and allowed relaxed accommodation.
There were two major groups of rivalry stimuli, DiazCaneja-type (DC) and conventional, grating stimuli. DC stimuli comprised circular patches divided by vertical diameters into two halves. One half (left or right) contained vertical bars, and the other half contained horizontal bars; in one half, the bars were black on a green background, and in the other half the bars were black on a red background (Fig. 1) . Pairs of DC stimuli were matched to induce binocular rivalry of orientation and colour. Grating stimuli comprised complete circular patches containing either vertical or horizontal bars; bars were either green or red (Fig. 2) . All gratings were square-wave with a spatial frequency of 0.94 cycles per degree.
Luminances were measured through the lenses of the Telebinocular with a Prichard PR-1500 Spectra Photometer. Black parts of the display had a luminance of 2.65 Cd/sq m, white parts had a luminance of 51.65 Cd/ sq m. The red backgroundÕs luminance and chromaticity were Y = 18.71 Cd/sq m, x = 0.61, y = 0.36, and the green backgroundÕs luminance and chromaticity were Y = 5.93 Cd/sq m, x = 0.40, y = 0.47; note that the green background was much dimmer than the red background. Testing took place in a darkened room with the TelebinocularÕs light the only source of illumination.
Procedure
The experiment followed extensive training of observers JW and PR in reporting pseudorivalry displays, a nonrival simulation of conventional rivalry. We used the technique of Lumer et al. (1998) to make pseudorivalry. The contrast of coloured gratings either left or right of fixation changed physically on computer screens viewed through a mirror stereoscope such that when one grating was presented at full contrast the other was presented at zero contrast. These contrast changes occurred according to pre-set schedules, allowing us to monitor the accuracy of each observer in reporting these changes. We proceeded to our experiment only after each observer was giving valid and reliable responses to pseudorivalry stimuli with each hand/visual field.
There were 16 trials formed from the full factorial crossing of colour of the left half of the stimulus presented to the left eye, orientation of the grating of the left half of the stimulus presented to the left eye, to which eye the stimulus was presented (left eye vs. right), the type of stimulus (DC vs. grating), and to which field/ hemisphere the stimuli were presented. All conditions were tested twice. Trials were run in two blocks. The order within blocks was random. Preceding each block, JW looked at a stereogram and reported its depth to ensure he was well converged in the apparatus.
Each trial was 1 min long. Observers were asked to press one response key whenever and for as long as vertical bars were exclusively visible, and the other whenever and for as long as horizontal bars were exclusively visible. Neither key was to be pressed if any mixture of vertical or horizontal bars was seen. Between trials there was a rest period of at least 1 min. JW was asked to describe his perception after each trial; his descriptions were recorded verbatim.
Results
Qualitative data
When rival stimuli were presented to JWÕs left hemisphere (right field), he gave elaborate descriptions of the appearance, colour, and orientation of his percepts, and of how they changed over time. .'' On the following, grating trial, he said ''Kept more separate than usual. There were less of ÔtogetherÕ.'' These sorts of descriptions leave us in no doubt that JW experiences the qualitative aspects of rivalry with DC and with grating stimuli presented to his left hemisphere in the same way as intact-brain observers do.
When rival stimuli were presented to JWÕs right hemisphere (left field), he gave simple, briefer descriptions, albeit occasionally poetic. For example, on one trial, he said: ''While looking at the dot [X], I did not see much. All I was aware of was shadows.'' He often had to check which keys his left-hand fingers had been pressing before be could say which stimulus appeared more often. For example, on another trial, he said, ''They didnÕt look like they were both together. Mainly used the . . . [horizontal] one [pointing to the horizontal key].'' To understand JWÕs experiences of rivalry in the right hemisphere, we turn to the analysis of key presses.
Quantitative data
From the key presses we analyzed three dependent variables: exclusive visibility (the total time in seconds vertical or horizontal was reported per 1-min trial), rate (total number of episodes of exclusive visibility per trial, periods/min), and period (the average time in seconds of episodes of exclusive visibility from each trial). We analyzed these data separately for each observer with four-factor ANOVAs with repeated measures on the orientation reported. All the differences we report below are significant at an alpha level of 0.05.
We have shown JWÕs data in Fig. 3 , along with data from one intact-brain observer. All observers showed a similar pattern of results (see Table 1 ). The main thing to note from Fig. 3 is the similarity in the results from the two observers. Both showed rivalry to both sorts of stimuli, with grating stimuli yielding longer exclusive visibilities and periods and higher rates than DC stimuli.
Other studies also show more exclusive visibility for a rival stimulus presented to a single eye than when distributed across the eyes (Kovács, Papathomas, Yang, & Fehér, 1996; Ngo et al., 2000; Wong & Freeman, ). Yet DC stimuli produced rivalry measures significantly greater than zero. JW also showed consistent differences between the two fields/hemispheres; these were similar to those he showed in previous experiments (OÕShea & Corballis, 2001 & Corballis, , 2003a , with longer exclusive visibility, lower rate, and longer periods from the left hemisphere than from the right. He also showed a difference between the two sorts of stimuli in the two hemispheres. The differences in rivalry between DC and grating stimuli were muted when stimuli were in the right hemisphere compared with when they were in the left. All observers reported longer exclusive visibility, higher rate, and longer periods for the brighter, red pattern than for the dimmer, green pattern, irrespective of the sort of stimulus. It has long been known that the brighter of two rival stimuli predominates in perception (e.g., Breese, 1899 Breese, , 1909 Kakizaki, 1960; Kaplan & Metlay, 1964) . In JWÕs case, these effects were evident only in the right hemisphere.
All observers also reported longer exclusive visibility, higher rate, and longer periods for the horizontal pattern than for the vertical pattern. This was the same for both DC and grating stimuli, which have been averaged in Fig. 4 for the same two observers. The effect probably stems from a general perceptual advantage enjoyed by horizontal stimuli on the horizontal meridian, an example of a general bias in favour of orientations aligned with retinal meridians (e.g., Rovamo, Virsu, Laurinen, & Hyvarinen, 1982) .
2 In JWÕs case, these effects were again significant only in the right hemisphere.
In summary, both of JWÕs hemispheres experience coherence rivalry. His levels of coherence rivalry are similar to those of intact-brain observers, suggesting that his two hemispheres process coherence rivalry stimuli similarly to each other and to the brains of intactbrain observers. JWÕs right hemisphere was affected more by the spatial properties of the rival stimuli (colour/luminance, and orientation) than his left.
Discussion
JW shows essentially normal coherence rivalry in both isolated hemispheres. This finding is problematic for Lumer et al.Õs theory, and for Pettigrew et al.Õs theory that coherence rivalry is mediated high in the visual system and that each percept is lateralized to one hemisphere. The finding is, however, consistent with our theory that coherence rivalry is processed similarly in each hemisphere. It is just possible that JWÕs experience of rivalry was contaminated by eye movements that brought both elements of the DC stimuli into each hemisphere. This is unlikely because the large distance between the fixation point and the stimuli (more than 8 deg) would have required very large eye movements, and JW, through his extensive experience, has very good fixation control. Nevertheless, we decided to repeat the experiment while monitoring eye fixation.
Experiment 2
3.1. Method 3.1.1. Observers Our observers were the same as in Experiment 1, except that PC did not take part.
Apparatus
We displayed stimuli on two high-resolution, 17-in., colour monitors running at 75 Hz controlled by the same computer we used in Experiment 1. Each eye viewed each monitor screen separately with a mirror stereoscope. A chin-and forehead rest stabilized observersÕ heads. The total viewing distance was 1 m. Observers controlled the program and gave their responses using the computerÕs mouse and keyboard. Testing took place in a darkened laboratory with the stimuli providing the only light.
To monitor eye movements, we used an iView (3.01) system, comprising an infrared source, camera, and PC. This system tracks an image of the pupil of one eye (we used the left) and has a resolution of 0.5 deg.
Stimuli
The critical stimuli were similar to those used in Experiment 1, except that they were displayed on computer screens. We used only DC stimuli with a spatial frequency of 1.20 c/deg in patches of diameter 3.38 deg, displayed 6.95 deg away from the fixation X. The photometric properties of the stimuli are shown in Table 2 .
Note that the luminances of the two coloured backgrounds were approximately equal, unlike in Experiment 1 in which the red background was appreciably brighter.
Experiment 1Õs fusion stimuli were replaced by a 3 · 3 matrix of white crosses, each of similar dimensions to its fixation X. Eight of the crosses stood at the corners and in the middle of the sides of an imaginary rectangle, 9.94 deg high and 13.90 deg wide, centred on the screen. The central cross was rotated by 45 deg to form an X; it was this observers fixated. Apart from helping to lock eye alignment, these crosses were the calibration stimulus for the iView system.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that only DC stimuli were used, yielding eight trials per block. All observers had their eye fixations monitored during at least one block of trials.
Results
All observers maintained fixation either on or within 0.5 deg of the fixation X for at least 95% of the time of each trial. Brief excursions away from fixation never came nearer to the rival stimuli than about 4 deg.
JW gave similar reports of his perception as in Experiment 1. He generally referred to the stimuli by their colours when they were presented to his left hemisphere (right field), and by their orientations when they were presented to his right hemisphere (left field) (the orientations were displayed on the keys). In this case, he would usually look at the keys before he could say which stimulus predominated.
To quantify rivalry, we analyzed the same three dependent variables as in Experiment 1 with three-factor ANOVAs with repeated measures on the orientation reported. The same patterns of results emerged, except that colour had little influence, suggesting that the predominance of red over green stimuli in Experiment 1 was from redÕs greater luminance. The predominance of horizontal over vertical is shown in Fig. 5 for JW and for the same intact-brain observer. The other intact-brain observer showed a similar pattern of results.
Discussion
As in Experiment 1, JW showed appreciable coherence rivalry when stimuli were processed in the left or in the right hemisphere. The results of Experiment 2 allow us to rule out fixation errors as explaining the similarity of results in the two hemispheres. JWÕs coherence rivalry is similar to that of intact-brain observers. He differs in showing quantitative differences between his fields; rivalry periods from the left hemisphere being fewer and longer than from the right, and being less affected by spatial properties of luminance and orientation.
JWÕs essentially normal coherence rivalry in both of his isolated hemispheres is problematic for Lumer et al.Õs theory from which we predicted differences because of the left hemisphereÕs disconnection from the switching mechanism. Normal coherence rivalry is also problematic for Pettigrew et al.Õs theory, which is that rivalry alternations represent the switching of activity between the two hemispheres each of which is responsible for consciousness of one of the rival stimuli. They would be likely to predict disrupted coherence rivalry when the corpus callosum is cut, because this would affect how two parts of the same stimuli presented to opposite eyes are dispatched to the same hemisphere. Yet JWÕs normal coherence rivalry in both of his isolated hemispheres is consistent with the theory that rivalry, including the grouping effects with DC stimuli, is processed in full in each of the hemispheres. It is possible, however, that the interhemispheric connections required for both Lumer et al.Õs and for Pettigrew et al.Õs theories to sustain normal coherence rivalry go via some other pathway, such as the anterior commissure which is intact in JW. If so, they would predict JW to show interhemispheric grouping effects on rivalry. We test for these in Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
An alternative way to examine effects of visual grouping on rivalry in the split-brain observer is to search for synchronization of rivalry across different locations in the visual field. Alais and Blake (1999) invented a way to show such synchronization. They presented pairs of gratings to one eye, and patches of random dots to the corresponding parts of the other eye (see Fig. 6 ). The gratings engaged in rivalry with the random dots. Then Alais and Blake manipulated the orientations of the gratings. They found that when the two gratings were collinear or parallel, promoting visual grouping of the gratings, the gratings appeared and disappeared together more often than expected by chance, showing synchronization of rivalry. Yet, when the two gratings were orthogonal, yielding little visual grouping of the gratings, they appeared and disappeared together about the same as expected by chance, showing little, if any synchronization of rivalry. Alais and Blake found that visual grouping affected synchronization whether the gratings were in the same visual field, showing interhemispheric interactions, or in opposite fields, showing interhemispheric interactions.
If rivalry is processed locally and independently in the two hemispheres, we predict JW to show intrahemispheric, but not interhemispheric interactions. The theories of Lumer et al. (1998) and of Pettigrew et al. (Miller, 2001; Miller et al., 2000; Pettigrew, 2001; Pettigrew & Miller, 1998) , however, could predict interhemispheric interactions in the split-brain observer via some other pathway, such as the anterior commissure, which is intact in JW. If such a pathway is responsible for the rivalry JW experiences when processed in each of his hemispheres, then it could also mediate interhemispheric synchronization.
Method
Observers
The observers were JW, PC, ROS, and a new observer, BOC. She was female, 20 years old, and met all the criteria of our other observers. She was an inexperienced observer, naive to the purposes of the experiment.
Apparatus
We used the same apparatus as in Experiment 2.
Stimuli
We presented pairs of gratings to one eye and, in the same positions in the other eye, patches of random dots, yielding rivalry. The gratingsÕ orientations were collinear, parallel, or orthogonal. We essentially duplicated Alais and BlakeÕs (1999) stimuli, but scaled all dimensions by 2.5 to give sufficient separation in interhemispheric conditions to avoid the area of nasotemporal overlap. See Fig. 6 for illustrations of some of the stimuli we used. Gratings were sinusoidal of 1.33 c/deg. They were presented to the left eye. Pairs of gratings were displayed in circular fields of diameter 3.75 deg centred at the corners of an imaginary 5-deg square, itself centred on the central fixation X. Adjacent edges of gratings were at least 1.25 deg apart. In the corresponding positions in the right eye, 3.75-deg-diameter circular patches of black and white random-dot patterns were displayed. Each dot was a square 12.5 min on a side. Nine fusion and fixation crosses were displayed to both eyes, the same as in Experiment 2, except that they were black (1.8 Cd/sq m). The gratings and the random dots had mean luminances of 25 Cd/sq m and contrasts of 0.24. They were displayed on a background of 25 Cd/sq m.
Procedure
The general procedure was similar to that in Experiment 2. During each trial, we asked observers to press one key whenever one grating was exclusively visible, and another whenever the other grating was exclusively visible. They were not to press a key if any random dots were visible. Both keys could be pressed simultaneously. To signal visibility of the top and bottom gratings, either the A and Z keys were used by second and index fingers of the left hand, or the Ô and / keys were used by the same two fingers of the right hand. To signal visibility of the left and right gratings, the Z key was used with the second finger of the left hand, and the / key was used with the index finger of the right hand respectively.
We first gave JW and BOC practice at responding to pseudorivalry changes of the stimuli between gratings and random dots. We practised the left hand, then the right (intrahemispheric stimuli), then both hands (interhemispheric stimuli). Once these observers were responding reliably to these non-rival changes we tested them on rivalry trials.
Observers responded in one block to the full factorial combination of grating orientations (VV, HH, VH, HV) and locations (left, right, top, bottom) . These 16 trials were given in a random order. Observers completed a second block of trials given in a new random order. On at least one block of trials, observers JW, PC, and ROS had their fixation monitored with the iView system.
To allow us to estimate how much simultaneity would be expected from independent fluctuations of the rival stimuli in the two locations, we then tested a third block of trials that were identical to the others, except that one pair of rival stimuli was deleted. Observers used a single key to record exclusive visibility of the grating. There were four possible locations of gratings (top left, top right, bottom right, bottom left), two possible orientations (V or H), and two possible key assignments (e.g., for a top left grating, the second finger could be on the A key, or on the Z key), yielding 16 trials. Trials were given in a random order. Observer PC did not run these trials.
Results
The fixation monitoring confirmed that all observers kept their eyes accurately on the fixation stimuli for more than 95% of the time of each trial.
JWÕs qualitative responses were similar to those he gave in the previous experiments, with more detailed descriptions for the stimulus in the left hemisphere. Unlike in the previous experiments, on some trials JW was presented with stimuli in both left and right hemispheres. In this case, he would comment about differences between the fields, although without giving details of the appearances of the stimuli (e.g., ''Mostly on the right [side of fixation] and once or twice it would show up on the left, but 80% on the right.''). He would know about the right-hemisphere responses from knowing that he had made key presses with the left hand. When both stimuli were in the right hemisphere, JW occasionally gave his poetic descriptions from his left hemisphere of how these stimuli appeared (e.g., ''DidnÕt see much that time on the left. I just felt it was there. ThatÕs the way it is on the left: you just feel like itÕs there.''). When both stimuli were in the left hemisphere, he did give details of the appearance of the stimuli (e.g. To analyze the data quantitatively, we computed joint predominance as defined by Alais and Blake (1999) . This is given by the time that both keys were pressed simultaneously divided by the total time either key was pressed per 60-s trial. The formula for joint predominance yields a dimensionless number ranging from 1 (when both keys were always pressed simultaneously) to 0 (when both keys were never pressed simultaneously). We classified trials into the design illustrated in Fig. 6 , and analyzed each observerÕs data with a 3 · 2 ANOVA using trials as replicates. These data are graphed for JW and for the same intact-brain observer, ROS, in Fig. 7 . Apart from one minor difference, ROSÕs data were similar to those of the other intact-brain observers (see Table 3 for summaries of all observersÕ data). Also shown on each graph, as a gray line, is the amount of joint predominance expected from independent rivalry of the two patches for each observer, given by the product of the probabilities of exclusive visibilities in the two locations. To estimate these probabilities, we used the exclusive visibilities (averaged over orientations and keys) measured for each location individually in the third block of trials, expressed as proportions of the total trial duration.
In Fig. 7 we can see that for JW, when the two gratings were processed in the same hemisphere (intrahemispheric conditions), joint predominance from collinear and parallel gratings was significantly greater than expected from independent rivalry in the two locations, but that from orthogonal gratings was not significantly greater than expected. This is similar to the pattern shown by the intact-brain observer, ROS, except that his joint predominance from orthogonal gratings, although less than from collinear and parallel gratings, was greater than expected (there is a similar finding in Alais & Blake, 1999, p. 4344) . ROS was the only observer to show this advantage for orthogonal gratings (see Table 3 ). When stimuli were in JWÕs opposite hemispheres (interhemispheric conditions), however, no pair of gratings yielded joint predominance greater than expected from independent rivalry in the two locations. Yet when stimuli were in ROSÕs opposite hemispheres, he showed a similar pattern to that he showed in intrahemispheric conditions. Gratings in intrahemispheric conditions could fall in the left or in the right field. When we analyzed joint predominance for field effects, we found none for any observer. This likely occurs because any differences between the hemispheres in time of pressing keys (JWÕs left hemisphere typically has longer presses) are eliminated by the calculation of joint predominance, in which the same hemisphereÕs times appear in the numerator and in the denominator.
Discussion
These results are the first to show that JWÕs lack of a corpus callosum actually affects his rivalry in a qualitative way. He showed no evidence of synchronization of rivalry processed in opposite hemispheres, but did show normal synchronization of rivalry processed in the same hemisphere. His intrahemispheric interactions are similar to those of intact-brain observers measured in the same conditions, and those originally described by Alais and Blake (1999) .
The absence of interhemispheric interactions in JWÕs rivalry is problematic for the theories of Lumer et al. (1998) and of Pettigrew et al. (Miller, 2001; Miller et al., 2000; Pettigrew, 2001; Pettigrew & Miller, 1998) . Recall that from these theories, one could predict differences in rivalry between JWÕs isolated hemispheres, yet we found rivalry to be similar in his two hemispheres (Experiments 1 and 2, and OÕShea & Corballis, 2001 Corballis, , 2003a . The theories would require that the communication to sustain rivalry, including coherence rivalry (Experiments 1 and 2), go through the anterior commissure or some other interhemispheric pathway, but the communication to sustain synchronization of rivalry between the hemispheres go through the corpus callosum. Although this strikes us as unlikely, we cannot rule it out as a possibility.
Even the anterior commissureÕs being responsible for rivalry strikes us as unlikely. Whereas the anterior commissure of split-brain monkeys is able to transfer visual information, it does not appear to do so in humans (see Gazzaniga, 2000) . In fact, in all of the research on splitbrain humans, the only interhemispheric communication of information that has ever been associated with the presence of an intact anterior commissure is that of olfaction (Gazzaniga, Risse, Springer, Clark, & Wilson, 1975) .
A simpler theory is that rivalry is fully developed in each hemisphere, and that, in intact-brain observers, the communication for synchronization of rivalry in opposite hemispheres crosses the corpus callosum. In JW, this interhemispheric communication is cut, so he shows essentially normal rivalry in each hemisphere, but no synchronization across hemispheres.
General discussion
The results of our experiments are consistent with the theory that in the intact brain rivalry is fully processed within each hemisphere. We have found no evidence from our split-brain observer that any essential aspect of rivalry is lateralized to one hemisphere. The splitbrain observer shows independent rivalry in each hemisphere (Experiment 3).
We would argue that the essential processing of rivalry is low-level, beginning in the visual cortex. There are at least two models of this, that of Blake et al. (1992) and Mueller (1990) , and that of Stollenwerk and Bode (2003) . In these models, rivalry is processed locally for many different regions of the visual field, with each region subject to lateral interactions from neighbouring regions. The only role for the corpus callosum would be to sew the left and right fields together along the vertical meridian (e.g., Payne, 1994) . That is, any region could be influenced by neighbours in the same visual field via ordinary lateral connections, and by neighbours in the opposite visual field via callosal connections.
Our conclusions depend on JWÕs isolated hemispheres being a good model for the hemispheres of intact-brain observers. We think this is so. Apart from the similarity between the hemispheres we have shown Table 3 Each observerÕs joint predominance from intrahemispheric and interhemispheric conditions for different visual groupings and that expected from independent rivalry (control) and the average standard deviation from the experimental conditions (the split-brain observerÕs data are shown in boldface and the intact-brain observersÕ data are shown as an average) (OÕShea & Corballis, 2001 , 2003a , rivalry periods are longer from the left hemisphere. In this JW is different from intact-brain observers who show either no difference (Breese, 1909) or slightly longer periods in the left hemisphere (Chen & He, 2003) . JWÕs rivalry reported from the left hemisphere is also less affected by spatial properties of the rival stimuli than from the right. JWÕs right hemisphere looks like a normal rivalry observer; his left hemisphere looks like a slow, sloppy, rivalry observer. We propose that the slowness and sloppiness result from differences in response criteria and in motor performance between the hemispheres rather than from differences in perceptual experience of rivalry.
Slowness of the left hemisphere could come from two sources other than a slow rivalry mechanism. One is a longer latency to release keys. As we show in Appendix A, JW was significantly slower with the left hemisphere than with the right during pseudorivalry training. The other is from the left hemisphereÕs holding a laxer criterion for pressing a key than the right. Ramachandran (1994) described the cognitive style of the left hemisphere as attempting to construct a consistent story, glossing over details, and the cognitive style of the right hemisphere as attempting to highlight details. This would mean JWÕs left hemisphere is more likely than the right to keep a key pressed to report one rival stimulus despite a brief, partial perception of the other stimulus, leading to longer key presses.
Sloppiness of the left hemisphere, its failing to be affected by subtle differences in stimuli, could also come from its lack of attention to detail in reporting rivalry. This is consistent with quantitative differences in the isolated left and right hemisphereÕs responses to other perceptual tasks. In general, JWÕs left hemisphere performs even simple visual discriminations relatively poorly compared to his right hemisphere (e.g., Corballis, Funnell, & Gazzaniga, 2002; Funnell, Corballis, & Gazzaniga, 1999) . One of us (PC) has informally observed in other, unpublished experiments that JWÕs left hemisphere often adopts a relatively lax criterion, while his right hemisphere adopts a strict criterion. This is especially evident when a perceptual discrimination is required.
We have said that our results are problematic for theories in which some aspects of rivalry are lateralized to one hemisphere. We note, however, that Lumer and Rees (1999) found fMRI activity associated with rivalry switching in the frontoparietal cortex of the left hemisphere. This is consistent with our general conclusion that the rivalry mechanism is duplicated in each hemisphere, although inconsistent with our locating it low in the each hemisphereÕs visual system. It is possible that the fMRI activity in higher areas Lumer et al. found arises from deciding when a changing rivalry percept meets the criteria for switching oneÕs response rather than from the rivalry switching mechanism itself. Pettigrew (2001) has also moderated his claims about rivalry being processed at a high level of the visual system, now attributing it to the midbrain, to which both isolated hemispheres have equal access. Although this would make his theory consistent with our results, he would then have to explain the evidence of cortical involvement in rivalry (e.g., Fries, Roelfsema, Engel, Kö nig, & Singer, 1997; Lee & Blake, 2002; Logothetis & Schall, 1989; Lumer et al., 1998; Polonsky, Blake, Braun, & Heeger, 2000; Sengpiel & Blakemore, 1994; Tong & Engel, 2001; Vickery & Morley, 1997) .
In conclusion, we have shown that a split-brain observer reports essentially normal rivalry from stimuli presented to each of his isolated hemispheres. When two sets of rival stimuli are presented simultaneously to both hemispheres, the split-brain observer reports independent rivalry for the two stimuli, unlike intactbrain observers who show interdependent rivalry. The split-brain observerÕs rivalry is subject to normal effects of visual grouping from opposite eyes (Experiments 1 and 2) and from adjacent regions of the same visual field (Experiment 3). This suggests that in intact-brain observers, rivalry is fully processed within each hemisphere, and that rivalry processing can be synchronized by connections across the corpus callosum.
alternations by dynamically changing the contrast of the stimuli. By displaying one stimulus at full contrast and the other at zero contrast, only the first stimulus could be seen. By reversing the contrast relationship between the stimuli, the first stimulus disappeared and the second became visible. Because we controlled what was being displayed to JWÕs eyes, we could monitor his accuracy in reporting it.
Our pseudorivalry sequences were not a perfect simulation of the chaotic experience of rivalry. During pseudorivalry, transitions between one stimulus and the other were simple, taking about 200 ms. During rivalry however, although some transitions between one stimulus and the other are similar to those depicted in pseudorivalry, others are more complicated. Sometimes part of one stimulus first appears in a small island within the sea of the other stimulus. This island might enlarge for a second or so until the other stimulus is completely effaced, or it might enlarge for a while then retreat. Sometimes several islands may appear simultaneously. Sometimes, one stimulus might appear to slide over the other like a shutter, from the left or right or from the top or bottom of the field, taking an appreciable time to do so. These complicated transitions of rivalry give considerable scope for response criteria to affect key presses.
In his initial experiences of rivalry, JW told us about seeing complicated transitions, and complained that he was not sure which key to press. We told him not to press either key if he saw parts of both stimuli. He is a sophisticated enough observer to know however, that we needed a reasonable number of key presses per trial, eventually announcing that he had settled on pressing a key when he saw about 90% or more of one stimulus.
His exact words were, ''When thereÕs all . . . [vertical] lines except for one little corner where thereÕs . . . [horizontal] lines, I press, but if itÕs half and half I donÕt press.'' Of course, all these reports are from JWÕs left hemisphere. Despite our agreeing to this, thereby letting his right hemisphere know of the left hemisphereÕs criterion, we suspect that JW adopted a stricter criterion for responding to stimuli displayed to his right hemisphere.
In the early stages of training and testing, we were concerned that during trials containing only rivalry stimuli JW may simply have been pressing keys randomly to simulate what he thought we wanted to find. To test this, we ran a session in which we randomly and covertly intermixed rivalry and pseudorivalry trials. Moreover, some of the pseudorivalry trials were unlike any we had shown before, comprising 30 s of one stimulus followed by 30 s of the other. JW performed perfectly on these pseudorivalry trials while continuing to report usual alternations on rivalry trials.
By the time we tested JW for the experiments that are the subject of this paper he was already well practiced in responding to rivalry (and pseudorivalry) stimuli from previous studies (OÕShea & Corballis, 2001 & Corballis, , 2003a . All that was required for the current experiments were a few pseudorivalry trials to ensure that JW was performing the tasks accurately with both hands. These trials did not yield enough data to analyse statistically.
For statistical analysis we retrieved JWÕs pseudorivalry data from the earlier studies. We always practised the two hemispheres equally, and always practised the right hemisphere first. To show how we analysed the data, consider the hypothetical pseudorivalry sequence depicted in Fig horizontal gratings. In the top of the figure is a cartoon of the appearance of the stimuli. On the bottom are two sets of traces, one set for each of the stimuli. In each set, there is a heavy continuous line showing the contrast of that stimulus, and a lighter broken line showing the observerÕs key presses. High values of the traces correspond to high contrast and key-pressed respectively; low values correspond to zero contrast and key-released respectively. If performance were perfect, each stimulus and response trace would overlap perfectly. Real observers depart from perfection by showing onset and offset latencies, occasions when both keys were pressed simultaneously (overlap), occasions when the wrong key was pressed, with or without a correction press, occasions when a visible stimulus was missed, and occasions when a key was released during the appearance of a stimulus followed by an extra key press. We measured all these aspects, but report only latency, the only measure to show significant differences between the hemispheres (see Table A .1).
Over 18 pseudorivalry trials, JWs latencies were longer in the left hemisphere than in the right, F(1, 12) = 5.07, p < 0.05. No other observer showed any such significant difference. Although the difference of about 100 ms is not long enough to account for the differences in the length of key presses during JWÕs rivalry, we argue that it could when combined with differences in response criteria between the hemispheres and with the more difficult judgments required during rivalry. 
